Letter to the Affiliates of EVAA

Dear affiliates and friends of athletics,

As EVAA’s acting Secretary, I would like to remind you of the following items and procedure of the Championships and of the 19th General Assembly to be held on 26th August, 09:00 am Atatürk Stadion Conference Room within the 19th EVAA Stadia Championships in Izmir, Turkey

1. Championships

1.1. Deadline of registration
All athletes (approved by the Federation) are kindly requested to observe the deadline for entries being the 16th June 2014 to the LOC in Izmir.

2. General Assembly

2.1. General Assembly (GA)
The invitation to the GA will be sent to all Federations in due time in respect to the Constitution B § 6.3 (45 days before the GA, meaning: 10th July 2014.)

2.2. Delegates to the General Assembly
In a further letter, and also on our web site www.evaa.ch you will find a list of the votes each country has after the scoring of the last three (3) EVAA Stadia – Championships (2008 – 2010 – 2012) (see: EVAA – Constitution B § 6.4).

2.3. Proposals to the General Assembly
Proposals must be notified by written statement to the Secretary not later than 90 days before the General Assembly (see: Constitution B § 6.3). Proposals, concerning the constitution, shall require a majority of 2/3 votes to be accepted. Proposals, not under this rule, require simply majority.

The absolute deadline for proposals is the 28th May 2014 (see B § 6.3)

2.4. Election to EVAA Council

As to EVAA Constitution, the Affiliates, on behalf of their National Governing Bodies (Federations, official recognised Associations) can hand in candidatures to the General Assembly of EVAA in Izmir /TUR) until

28th May 2014 (see B § 6.3)
Candidatures for:

Vice-President at present: Jerzy Krauze (POL) eligible see B §§ 7.3, 7.4

Secretary acting at present: Helena Pires de Carvalho (POR) eligible see B §§ 7.3, 7.4

Candidates shall write a short (two pages arial 12) Curriculum Vitae (CV), furthermore the written support of the federations has to be handed in (signature and stamp requested), and to be submitted to EVAA acting Secretary Helena Pires de Carvalho, Rua Sá Carneiro, Lote 6 – 5º Esq, 3000-194, COIMBRA PORTUGAL email – helena@evaa.ch

All candidates are invited to make their (three minutes verbal) presentation during the General Assembly in Izmir.

2.5. Organisers of the next EVAA Championships:

On the occasion of the last EVAA Council Meeting, the following candidates were approved.

| Indoor           | (EVACI) | 2015 | Torun (POL) |
| Non Stadia      | (EVACNS) | 2015 | Grosseto (ITA) |
| Non Stadia      | (EVACNS) | 2016 | Lisbon (POR) |
| Indoor           | (EVACI) | 2016 | Ancona (ITA) |
| Stadia           | (EVACS) | 2017 | Aarhus (DEN) |

Mountain (EMMRC) 2017 requested
Non Stadia (EVACNS) 2018 requested
Stadia (EVACS) 2019 requested

Hopefully, this letter provides you with the necessary information, nevertheless, in case of any doubts, address them to the EVAA acting Secretary.

Reminding you also of our website www.evaa.ch where constantly last news, up-dates, addresses and much more can be consulted.

Thank you for your attention and looking forward to your further reply.

Yours in sport

[Signature]

Kurt Kaschke
EVAA President